
TOR for the post-doc position in 2021  

 

Duration:    12 months (January-December 2021) 

Hosting team:   PHENOMEN, Umr 108 AGAP 

Funding:    CRP-RICE 

Supervision:   Maria Camila REBOLLEDO 

Co-supervision:   PHENOMEN: Michael DINGKUHN, Myriam ADAM 

   AIDA: Gatien FALCONNIER 

 

Justification 

The PHENOMEN team occupies an important place in the CRP-RICE (as also in its predecessor GRiSP), 
in particular in the coordination of the Flagship Program FP4 (Camila REBOLLEDO), the Global Array / 
Worldwide Field Laboratory FP4-Cluster1 (Myriam ADAM ) and the Global Phenotyping Network FP4-
Cluster2 (Michael DINGKUHN). The requested position is part of the Global Array FP4.1, a network 
for field trials on 32 sites where 57 genetically and agroecologically diverse varieties (the Antenna 
Panel) are observed in order to model their adaptation and their genotype x environment 
interactions (GxE). The parameterized models should subsequently help (i) predict the effects of 
climate variability and change on rice yields, (ii) study the interactions among adaptation traits, and 
(iii) define ideotypes with greater and more stable productivity. A large amount of raw data is already 
available and will be completed in 2021. 

 

Goals 

CRP-RICE funding will end in 2021 and its renewal is very unlikely. Cirad is the only organization (at 
the moment) in the consortium that has significant modeling capacity, which is essential to exploit 
the data. Crop growth models adapted to the task are available: SAMARA, ORYZA, possibly others. 
With the support of a post-doc supervised by a multidisciplinary group of supervisors (ecophysiology, 
statistics, IT), we aim at achieving the following research objectives: 

 clean / consolidate data, define a "core" good quality data subset where phenotypic, soil and 
climate data are curated for statistical analysis and modelling purposes 

 conduct a statistical analysis of the whole dataset to explain yield variability with climate-, 
soil- and pest- related variables, for the varieties assessed in the "core" datasubset; 

 Parameterize at least one crop model for each variety selected on the basis of data acquired 
in Madagascar (where data was intensively acquired), then evaluate model accuracy with 
data from other years and/or sites; 

 With the Rice AgMIP network leader carry out simulations for a subset of sites and varieties 
("core"). 

These results will permit writing (advanced draft) of at least two articles on varietal adaptation to 
climate variability and change based on (i) statistical modeling (for current climate) and (ii) modeling 
with a crop growth model (to compare current and future climates). 

The data and tools acquired by the post-doc will serve as a foundation for in-depth analyses to be 
carried out by PHENOMEN and AIDA. For example, process-based and statistical modeling of GxE, 
analysis of plasticity and adaptive value of genotypic traits, prediction of climate impacts according to 
genotype and site (future scenarios) and definition of optimal ideotypes for various environment. 
Based on this work, the supervision team will also apply to relevant calls for new projects in line with 



the ‘future version ‘ of CRP-rice, taking advantage of this work. This continuation would therefore be 
pursued by the PHENOMEN – AIDA team and partners after the termination of CRP-RICE. 

 

Expected results 

i) Consolidated and cleaned database; definition of a good quality data core (sites and varieties), 

ii) Statistical analysis of this data core and statistical modelling of the factors contributing to yield for 
the sites and varieties selected, 

iii) At least one crop model parameterized and validated for each variety selected 

iv) Phenology and yield simulations for all varieties and all selected sites (good quality data core). 

v) At least two articles in an advanced draft stage: statistical modeling (G*E analysis), and modeling 
by crop model, on the basis of the "core" (subset of good quality data). 

 

Profile of the successful candidate for the post-doc position 

 

- Recent doctorate in ecophysiology, agronomy or related discipline, with a strong component in the 
fields of modeling and / or statistics and data management (or vice versa: a doctorate in statistics 
and / or modeling, applied to agronomy in the broad sense); 

- Experience in modeling with crop growth model and / or statistical models; 

- Profound experience in working with databases and complex data; 

-Experience working with R or SAS 

- Strong scientific rigor and very structured / organized mind; 

-Strong English communication skills 

- Good ability to work in a multidisciplinary team; 

- Good learning ability. 
 


